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Performance Analysis Of Network Architectures
The new information services provided worldwide through the Internet are fostering the upgrade of existing access and
transmission plants, and the de ployment of new ones. The bandwidth bottlenecks of existing electronic plants are being
gradually removed by the massive use of optics at all levels. The latest technological developments in optical system
components have finally made the huge bandwidth of optical fibers available both for increas ing the amount of
transmitted information and for reducing the transmission cost per information bit. Wavelength Division Multiplexing
(WDM) is now a commercial reality, widely employed in the upgrade of existing point-to point optical communications
links, and in most upcoming newly installed fiber links. High speed Optical Time Division Multiplexing (OTDM) offers a
complementary approach to WDM to tap even more into the fiber bandwidth. OTDM is however still in competition with
Electronic TDM (ETDM), and as technology in integrated electronics progresses (along with the optical tech nology), the
boundary where OTDM becomes more convenient than ETDM is still blurred and is a time-dependent variable. While the
main design guidelines for point-to point optical links are now well established, much research work remains to be done
in the area of optical networking, where the resources of many interconnected point-to point optical links are time shared.
Work is to be done in the transmission field, as well as in the protocol, control and management field.
Performance Analysis of Telecommunications and Local Area Networks presents information on teletraffic engineering,
with emphasis on modeling techniques, queuing theory, and performance analysis for the public-switched telephone
network and computer communication networks. Coverage includes twisted pair cables and coaxial cables, subscriber
loops, multistage network switching, modeling techniques for traffic flow and service time, random access networks, and
much more. End-of-chapter problems with solutions are also included. Performance Analysis of Telecommunications and
Local Area Networks is also a useful reference for practicing engineers but is intended as a textbook in advanced- level
courses.
Introduces the basic concepts and characteristics of string pattern matching strategies and provides numerous
references for further reading. The text describes and evaluates the BF, KMP, BM, and KR algorithms, discusses
improvements for string pattern matching machines, and details a technique for detecting and removing the redundant
operation of the AC machine. Also explored are typical problems in approximate string matching. In addition, the reader
will find a description for applying string pattern matching algorithms to multidimensional matching problems, an
investigation of numerous hardware-based solutions for pattern matching, and an examination of hardware approaches
for full text search.
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The increasing number of subscribers' demands in telecommunication sector has motivated the operators to provide high
quality of service in cost effective way. Moreover, operators need to have an open structure system so that they can
move their systems to the next generation network architecture. For this purpose, Softswitch is an appropriate technology
because it is a safe and cost efficient solution and though it can migrate from traditional circuit-switching based telephone
system to internet protocol packet-switching based networking. In this thesis, Softswitch has been studied and analyzed
in details. Softswitch network consisted of different integrated modules such as transportation, calling and signaling,
service application and management. Each module is discussed from functional and service point of views. Softswitch
based wireless network architecture is presented. Different protocol interfaces in Softswitch network are explained.
Variety of Softswitch network architectures analysis has been done based on their performance and the applicability.
Three Softswitch network architectures are proposed which are validated through simulations.
This book provides an insight into the key practical aspects and best practice of 4G-LTE network design, performance,
and deployment Design, Deployment and Performance of 4G-LTE Networks addresses the key practical aspects and
best practice of 4G networks design, performance, and deployment. In addition, the book focuses on the end-to-end
aspects of the LTE network architecture and different deployment scenarios of commercial LTE networks. It describes
the air interface of LTE focusing on the access stratum protocol layers: PDCP, RLC, MAC, and Physical Layer. The air
interface described in this book covers the concepts of LTE frame structure, downlink and uplink scheduling, and detailed
illustrations of the data flow across the protocol layers. It describes the details of the optimization process including
performance measurements and troubleshooting mechanisms in addition to demonstrating common issues and case
studies based on actual field results. The book provides detailed performance analysis of key features/enhancements
such as C-DRX for Smartphones battery saving, CSFB solution to support voice calls with LTE, and MIMO techniques.
The book presents analysis of LTE coverage and link budgets alongside a detailed comparative analysis with HSPA+.
Practical link budget examples are provided for data and VoLTE scenarios. Furthermore, the reader is provided with a
detailed explanation of capacity dimensioning of the LTE systems. The LTE capacity analysis in this book is presented in
a comparative manner with reference to the HSPA+ network to benchmark the LTE network capacity. The book
describes the voice options for LTE including VoIP protocol stack, IMS Single Radio Voice Call Continuity (SRVCC). In
addition, key VoLTE features are presented: Semi-persistent scheduling (SPS), TTI bundling, Quality of Service (QoS),
VoIP with C-DRX, Robust Header Compression (RoHC), and VoLTE Vocoders and De-Jitter buffer. The book describes
several LTE and LTE-A advanced features in the evolution from Release 8 to 10 including SON, eICIC, CA, CoMP,
HetNet, Enhanced MIMO, Relays, and LBS. This book can be used as a reference for best practices in LTE networks
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design and deployment, performance analysis, and evolution strategy. Conveys the theoretical background of 4G-LTE
networks Presents key aspects and best practice of 4G-LTE networks design and deployment Includes a realistic
roadmap for evolution of deployed 3G/4G networks Addresses the practical aspects for designing and deploying
commercial LTE networks. Analyzes LTE coverage and link budgets, including a detailed comparative analysis with
HSPA+. References the best practices in LTE networks design and deployment, performance analysis, and evolution
strategy Covers infrastructure-sharing scenarios for CAPEX and OPEX saving. Provides key practical aspects for
supporting voice services over LTE, Written for all 4G engineers/designers working in networks design for operators,
network deployment engineers, R&D engineers, telecom consulting firms, measurement/performance tools firms,
deployment subcontractors, senior undergraduate students and graduate students interested in understanding the
practical aspects of 4G-LTE networks as part of their classes, research, or projects.
The International Performance, Computing, and Communications Conference is a premier IEEE conference presenting
research in the performance of computer and communication systems For three and a half decades, IPCCC has been a
research forum for academic, industrial, and government researchers We encourage submission of high quality papers
reporting original work in both theoretical and experimental research areas
Based on both theoretical investigations and industrial experience, this book provides an extensive approach to support the
planning and optimization process for modern communication networks. The book contains a thorough survey and a detailed
comparison of state-of-the-art numerical algorithms in the matrix-geometric field.
The design and development of cost-effective mobile broadband wireless access networks is a key challenge for many mobile
network operators. The over-dimensioning or under-dimensioning of an access network results in both additional costs and
customer dissatisfaction. Thushara Weerawardane introduces new transport technologies and features for High Speed Packet
Access (HSPA) and Long-Term Evolution (LTE) networks. Using advanced scientific methods, he proposes new adaptive flow
control and enhanced congestion control algorithms, then defends them with highly-developed analytical models derived from
Markov chains. For faster analysis, compared to long-lasting detailed simulations, these models provide optimum network
performance and ensure reliable quality standards for end users during transport network congestion. Further, the author
investigates and analyzes LTE transport network performance by introducing novel traffic differentiation models and buffer
management techniques during intra-LTE handovers.
This is a book about the bricks and mortar from which are built those edifices that will permeate the emerging information society
of the future-computer networks. For many years such computer networks have played an indirect role in our daily lives as the
hidden servants of banks, airlines, and stores. Now they are becoming more visible as they enter our offices and homes and
directly become part of our work, entertainment, and daily living. The study of how computer networks function is a combined
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study of communication theory and computer science, two disciplines appearing to have very little in common. The modern
communication scientist wishing to work in this area soon finds that solving the traditional problems of transmission, modulation,
noise immunity, and error bounds in getting the signal from one point to another is just the beginning of the challenge. The
communication must be in the right form to be routed properly, to be handled without congestion, and to be understood at various
points in the network. As for the computer scientist, he finds that his discipline has also changed. The fraction of computers that
belong to networks is increasing all the time. And for a typical single computer, the fraction of its execution load, storage
occupancy, and system management problems that are in volved with being part of a network is also growing.
Data Communications Networking provides an introduction to the principles of modern, multi-media types of communication and
uncovers the underlying mechanisms of network concepts. As a considerable number of concepts appear in the two most
prominent protocol suites, TCP/IP and ATM, Data Communications Networking presents the multitude of basic network concepts
in an organized way that clarifies their interrelations. The importance of each concept is placed in the overall picture of a
communications infrastructure. By contrasting the two main protocol suites, the different architectural viewpoints stand out,
enriching a discussion on networking.
"Future Internet" is a worldwide hot topic. The Internet has become a critical infrastructure for business development and social
interactions. However, the immense growth of the Internet has resulted in additional stresses on its architecture, resulting in a
network difficult to monitor, understand, and manage due to its huge scale in terms of connected devices and actors (end users,
content providers, equipment vendors, etc). This book presents and discusses the ongoing initiatives and experimental facilities for
the creation of new Future Internet Architectures using alternative approaches like Clean Slate and Incremental improvements: It
considers several possible internet network use scenarios that include seamless mobility, ad hoc networks, sensor networks,
internet of things and new paradigms like content and user centric networks.
Traditionally, design space exploration for Systems-on-Chip (SoCs) has focused on the computational aspects of the problem at
hand. However, as the number of components on a single chip and their performance continue to increase, the communication
architecture plays a major role in the area, performance and energy consumption of the overall system. As a result, a shift from
computation-based to communication-based design becomes mandatory. Towards this end, network-on-chip (NoC)
communication architectures have emerged recently as a promising alternative to classical bus and point-to-point communication
architectures. In this dissertation, we study outstanding research problems related to modeling, analysis and optimization of NoC
communication architectures. More precisely, we present novel design methodologies, software tools and FPGA prototypes to aid
the design of application-specific NoCs.

The future of Internet security doesn’t lie in doing more of the same. It requires not only a new architecture, but the
means of securing that architecture. Two trends have come together to make the topic of this book of vital interest. First,
the explosive growth of the Internet connections for the exchange of information via networks increased the dependence
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of both organizations and individuals on the systems stored and communicated. This, in turn, has increased the
awareness for the need to protect the data and add security as chief ingredient in the newly emerged architectures.
Second, the disciplines of cryptography and network security have matured and are leading to the development of new
techniques and protocols to enforce the network security in Future Internet. This book examines the new security
architectures from organizations such as FIArch, GENI, and IETF and how they’ll contribute to a more secure Internet.
This book attempts to present exact and approximate analytical solution methods and techniques using queueing theory
in the complex multimedia traffic systems with procedures of random multiple access schemes. In particular, this book
presents how to approximate the system performance of discrete-time multimedia networks, the probability distribution of
the interarrival time of internetwork packets at the adjacent network and the higher moments of the transmission
departure distribution and delay in wireless multimedia communication environment. In general the modeling of discretetime multimedia communication systems are more complex than that of continuous-time systems because multiple state
changes can occur from one time-unit to the next. This complicates the analysis of the model. This book also discusses
numerical results that illustrate the applications of the theory and various properties.
This book offers a timely reflection on the remarkable range of algorithms and applications that have made the area of
deep learning so attractive and heavily researched today. Introducing the diversity of learning mechanisms in the
environment of big data, and presenting authoritative studies in fields such as sensor design, health care, autonomous
driving, industrial control and wireless communication, it enables readers to gain a practical understanding of design. The
book also discusses systematic design procedures, optimization techniques, and validation processes.
This rigourous and self-contained book describes mathematical and, in particular, stochastic methods to assess the
performance of networked systems. It consists of three parts. The first part is a review on probability theory. Part two
covers the classical theory of stochastic processes (Poisson, renewal, Markov and queuing theory), which are considered
to be the basic building blocks for performance evaluation studies. Part three focuses on the relatively new field of the
physics of networks. This part deals with the recently obtained insights that many very different large complex networks such as the Internet, World Wide Web, proteins, utility infrastructures, social networks - evolve and behave according to
more general common scaling laws. This understanding is useful when assessing the end-to-end quality of
communications services, for example, in Internet telephony, real-time video and interacting games. Containing problems
and solutions, this book is ideal for graduate students taking courses in performance analysis.
This book presents original contributions to the theories and practices of emerging Internet, data and web technologies
and their applicability in businesses, engineering and academia. The Internet has become the most proliferative platform
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for emerging large-scale computing paradigms. Among these, data and web technologies are two most prominent
paradigms, in a variety of forms such as data centers, cloud computing, mobile cloud, mobile web services and so on.
These technologies altogether create a digital ecosystem whose cornerstone is the data cycle, from capturing to
processing, analysis and visualization. The investigation of various research and development issues in this digital
ecosystem is boosted by the ever-increasing needs of real-life applications, which are based on storing and processing
large amounts of data. As a key feature, this book addresses advances in the life cycle exploitation of data generated
from the digital ecosystem data technologies that create value for the knowledge and businesses toward a collective
intelligence approach. Researchers, software developers, practitioners and students interested in the field of data and
web technologies will find this book useful and a reference for their activity.
Provides the mathematical, stochastic and graph theoretic methods to analyse the performance and robustness of
complex networks and systems.
Three approaches can be applied to determine the performance of parallel and distributed computer systems:
measurement, simulation, and mathematical methods. This book introduces various network architectures for parallel
and distributed systems as well as for systems-on-chips, and presents a strategy for developing a generator for
automatic model derivation. It will appeal to researchers and students in network architecture design and performance
analysis.
The Space Communications and Navigation (SCaN) Program is planning to integrate its individual networks into a unified
network which will function as a single entity to provide services to user missions. This integrated network architecture is
expected to provide SCaN customers with the capabilities to seamlessly use any of the available SCaN assets to support
their missions to efficiently meet the collective needs of Agency missions. One potential optimal application of these
assets, based on this envisioned architecture, is that of arraying across existing networks to significantly enhance data
rates and/or link availabilities. As such, this document provides an analysis of the transmit and receive performance of a
proposed SCaN inter-network antenna array. From the study, it is determined that a fully integrated internetwork array
does not provide any significant advantage over an intra-network array, one in which the assets of an individual network
are arrayed for enhanced performance. Therefore, it is the recommendation of this study that NASA proceed with an
arraying concept, with a fundamental focus on a network-centric arraying.
Abstract: "We develop and analyze a dilated high performance fault tolerant fast packet multistage interconnection
network (MIN) in this paper. In this new design, the links at the input and the output stages of a dilated banyan-based
MIN are rearranged to create multiple routes for each source-destination pair in the network after removing one stage in
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the network. These multiple paths are link- and node-disjoint. Fault tolerance at low latency is achieved by sending
multiple copies of each input packet simultaneously using different routes and different priorities. This guarantees that
high throughput is maintained even in the presence of faults. Throughput is analyzed using simulation and analysis and
we show that the new design has considerably higher performance in the presence of a faulty switching element (SE) or
link in comparison to dilated networks. We also analyze the reliability and show that the new design has superior
reliability in comparison to competing proposals."
This post proeedings volume contains a selection of research contributions presented at FITraMEn 2008, held during
December 11-12, 2008 in Porto, Portugal. The papers contained in this book provide a general view of the ongoing
research on traffic management and traffic engineering in the Euro-NF Network of Excellence, and give a representative
example of the problems currently investigated in this area, that spans topics such as bandwidth allocation and traffic
control, statistical analysis, traffic engineering, and optical networks and video communications.
The fast growing traffic demand in telecommunication networks, by use of the Internet and an increasing number of
broadband services for multimedia com munications, requires new high performance networking technologies. As such,
optical WDM networks are playing a pivotal role. Wavelength Division Mul tiplexing (WDM) with many hundreds of
wavelength channels per fiber is ex tensively being exploited in wide area networks. With respect to the ongoing trend
towards a completely packet-switched mode of operation for all services, WDM networks must be prepared accordingly.
This work concentrates on optical packet-switched networking in local and metro area networks for realizing highperformance applications like virtual re ality, medical imaging, and supercomputing. It is well known that in those
networks using a star, bus, or ring shared medium, an access protocol is nec essary to guarantee controlled and fair
access for all attached nodes. Similar access protocols are to be developed and analyzed for WDM local and metro area
networks. Already, many media access protocols for these networks have been described in the literature. However,
some aspects of Quality-of-Service (QoS) for different service classes are still an open issue and subject to inten sive
research activities. In the introduction, the author, Dr. Kemal Bengi, gives a short classification of media access protocols
and network architectures for WDM local and metro area networks. The need for service classes is also em phasized.
International Conference Intelligent Network and Intelligence in Networks (2IN97) French Ministry of Telecommunication,
20 Avenue de Segur, Paris -France September 2-5, 1997 Organizer: IFIP WG 6.7 -Intelligent Networks Sponsorship:
IEEE, Alcatel, Ericsson, France Telecom, Nokia, Nordic Teleoperators, Siemens, Telecom Finland, Lab. PRiSM Aim of
the conference To identify and study current issues related to the development of intelligent capabilities in networks.
These issues include the development and distribution of services in broadband and mobile networks. This conference
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belongs to a series of IFIP conference on Intelligent Network. The first one took place in Lappeeranta August 94, the
second one in Copenhagen, August 95. The proceedings of both events have been published by Chapman&Hall. IFIP
Working Group 6.7 on IN has concentrated with the research and development of Intelligent Networks architectures. First
the activities have concentrated in service creation, service management, database issues, feature interaction, IN
performance and advanced signalling for broadband services. Later on the research activities have turned towards the
distribution of intelligence in networks and IN applications to multimedia and mobility. The market issues of new services
have also been studied. From the system development point of view, topics from OMG and TINA-C have been
considered.
This authoritative book provides a thorough understanding of the fundamental concepts of satellite communications
(SATCOM) network design and performance assessments. You find discussions on a wide class of SATCOM networks
using satellites as core components, as well as coverage key applications in the field. This in-depth resource presents a
broad range of critical topics, from geosynchronous Earth orbiting (GEO) satellites and direct broadcast satellite systems,
to low Earth orbiting (LEO) satellites, radio standards and protocols.This invaluable reference explains the many specific
uses of satellite networks, including small-terminal wireless and mobile communications systems. Moreover, this book
presents advanced topics such as satellite RF link analyses, optimum transponder loading, on-board processing,
antenna characteristics, protected systems, information assurance, and spread spectrums. You are introduced to current
and future SATCOM systems and find details on their performance supportabilities. This cutting-edge book also presents
trends in multimedia satellite applications and IP services over satellites.
Network researchers for a long time have been investigating ways to improve network performance and reliability by
devising new protocols, services, and network architectures. For the most part, these innovative ideas are tested through
simulations and emulation techniques that though yield credible results; fail to account for realistic Internet
measurements values like traffic, capacity, noise, and variable workload, and network failures. Overlay networks, on the
other hand have existed for a decade, but they assume the current internet architecture is not suitable for clean-slate
network architecture research. Recently, the Global Environment for Network Innovations (GENI) project aims to address
this issue by providing an open platform comprising of a suite of highly programmable and shareable network facilities
along with its control software. The aim of this report is to introduce GENI's key architectural concepts, its control
frameworks, and how they are used for dynamic resource allocation of computing and networking resources. We mainly
discuss about the architectural concepts and design goals of two aggregates, namely the BBN Open Resource Control
Architecture of the (BBNORCA) of the ORCA control framework and Great Plains Environment for Network Innovations
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(GpENI) belonging to the PlanetLab control framework. We then describe the procedure adopted for hardware and
software setup of individual aggregates. After giving an overview of the two prototypes, an analysis of the simple
experiments that were conducted on each of the aggregates is presented. Based on the study and experimental results,
we present a comparative analysis of control framework architectures, their relative merits and demerits, experimentation
ease, virtualization technology, and its suitability for a future GENI prototype. We use metrics such as scalability, leasing
overhead, oversubscription of resources, and experiment isolation for comparison.
This thesis describes a method for static performance analysis for obtaining upper bounds on delay and buffering
requirements in a SoC architecture. The method is based on network calculus theory known as LR servers. This network
calculus is extended and applied to make it support SoC performance analysis. Performance requirements of
subsystems are elegantly captured as traffic flows and associated latency constraints. The SoC infrastructure is modeled
as a set of LR servers to validate that the worst-case delays in handling the traffic flows meet the latency constraints. The
power of the performance analysis method is demonstrated by analyzing several schedule and interconnect variants for a
multi-channel DVB-T set-top box case study. The influence of the frequency of the memory system and the pipeline
degree of the traffic streams is shown. Furthermore, the influence of the packet size on the buffering requirements is
analyzed. Key architecture choices, such as schedule or interconnect variant, can be varied easily to support exploration
of architecture options.
"This book further explores various issues and proposed solutions for the provision of Quality of Service (QoS) on the
wireless networks"--Provided by publisher.
Over recent years, a considerable amount of effort has been devoted, both in industry and academia, towards the
performance modelling, evaluation and prediction of Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) networks. This book describes
recent advances in ATM networks reflecting the state-of-the-art technology and research achievements worldwide. In
addition, it provides a fundamental source of reference in the ATM field. Research topics discussed in detail include:
Traffic Modelling and Characterisation; Routing; Switch and Multiplexer Models; Call Admission Control (CAC);
Congestion Control; Resource Allocation; Quality of Service (QoS); Tools and Techniques. This volume contains recently
extended refereed papers of the 5th International Workshop on Performance Modelling and Evaluation of ATM Networks,
which was sponsored by the International Federation for Information Processing (IFIP) and held in Ilkley, UK in July
1997. Performance Analysis of ATM Networks continues the tradition established by the first three IFIP volumes on the
subject, and it is ideal for personnel in computer/communication industries as well as academic and research staff in
computer science and electrical engineering.
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Features vendor-neutral coverage applicable to any storage network Includes a special case-study section citing realworld applications and examples The first vendor-neutral volume to cover storage network performance tuning and
optimization Exacting performance monitoring and analysis maximizes the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of existing
storage networks Meets the needs of network administrators, storage engineers, and IT professionals faced with
shrinking budgets and growing data storage demands
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